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Coronavirus has certainly blasted its way into our lives and has now created quite an
impact on the hospitality industry!
We are studiously following Government and Industry guidelines, even going a step
further where we think procedures can be improved, ensuring the safest possible
environment for you our customer.
Over the past 5 years our whole team has worked so hard to build the wonderful, happy
and warm hearted pub we are today. We are determined not to see all that hard work
unravel due to something called Corona, yes they are still in the fridge!!
Our doors are still open and a big friendly Buck welcome awaits those still wanting to
sample our mouth watering meals for our 5* Hygeine rated kitchen, legendry ales and
other beverages and super comfortable accommodation.
Our incredible & loyal team will continue to serve with all the safety measures put in
place, regularly sanitising the facilities and themselves ensuring our customers health
and happiness remains our main priority & concern.
We have extensive floor space with plenty of room for that all important social distancing.
We have loads of ideas to keep everything ticking along in these unsettling times. One of
these is to offer certain dishes as a takeaway option. We would love to hear your opinions
or ideas on this, we could even start a delivery service?
We are your local pub and in Honingham the only place to meet on a daily basis,
if there is anyway we can help within the community please let us know.
We hope to see you all soon in the not too distant future,
stay happy. stay healthy and can someone tell us WTBuck is going on!!
Thank you all for your continued support it means the world to us.
Henry, Tania and all our wonderful team.
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